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ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 
ADVANCED
This course is ideal for people who want to learn advanced Adobe Photoshop 
CC techniques beyond the basic tools.

1 DAY

Prerequisites
Participants will need to have 
completed the Adobe Photoshop 
Introduction course or be familiar 
with and have experience with the 
topics.

Expected outcomes
 y Use Quick Mask mode, alpha 
channels and layer masks for 
selection.

 y Create and manipulate layer 
styles.

 y Use blending and other layer 
techniques.

 y Use channels to learn advanced 
correction techniques.

 y Lighten and darken images.
 y Create an Action for Automation 
in Adobe Photoshop CC.

Please note that content and terminology may vary slightly between different software versions. We offer 
training in all of the latest software versions.

Working with 
selections and images
 y what is a quick mask?
 y using quick mask to graduate 
an Image

 y applying selection properties

Tonal enhancing of 
images
 y adjusting colours
 y adjusting an image using 
curves

 y the info palette
 y eyedropper settings
 y use threshold to determine 
highlight and shadow

 y adjusting highlights and 
shadows

 y neutralising an image
 y using numbers to correct  
tonal contrast

 y the histogram

 y using the shadow highlight 
control

 y enhancing faces
 y whiten teeth
 y change to grayscale

Red eye
 y how to remove red eye

Layer enhancements
 y using layer styles
 y creating gold looking text
 y copying and pasting a layer 
style

 y saving a layer style
 y layer blending sliders
 y non-destructive burn and 
dodge

Vanishing point
 y what is it and how to use it

More about channels 
and masks
 y another method for a layer 
mask

 y five steps with masking
 y accentuating an existing sky
 y adding a new sky

Image tricks
 y lighten image
 y darken image
 y over exposed

Automation
 y creating an action
 y batch processing

Who should attend
This course is for people who want to learn advanced Photoshop techniques, such as preparing images for 
the web, printing and illustration.


